Guarding and flow in the movements of people with chronic pain: A qualitative study of physiotherapists’ observations
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Abstract
Background: Among the adaptations of movement consistently associated with disability in chronic pain, guarding is common. Based on previous work, we sought to understand better the constituents of guarding; we also used the concept of flow to explore the description of un/naturalness that emerged from physiotherapists’ descriptions of movement in chronic pain. The aim was to inform the design of technical systems to support people with chronic pain in everyday activities.

Methods: Sixteen physiotherapists, experts in chronic pain, were interviewed while repeatedly watching short video clips of people with chronic low back pain doing simple movements; physiotherapists described the movements, particularly in relation to guarding and flow. The transcribed interviews were analysed thematically to elaborate these constructs.

Results: Moderate agreement emerged on the extent of guarding in the videos, with good agreement that guarding conveyed caution about movement, distinct from biomechanical variables of stiffness or slow speed. Physiotherapists’ comments on flow showed slightly better agreement, and described the overall movement in terms of restriction (where there was no flow or only some flow), of tempo of the entire movement, and as naturalness (distinguished from normality of movement).

Conclusions: These qualities of movement may be useful in designing technical systems to support self-management of chronic pain.

Significance: Drawing on the descriptions of movements of people with chronic low back pain provided by expert physiotherapists to standard stimuli, two key concepts were elaborated. Guarding was distinguished from stiffness (a physical limitation) or slowness as motivated by fear or worry about movement. Flow served to describe harmonious and continuous movement, even when adapted around restrictions of pain. Movement behaviours associated with pain are better understood in terms of their particular function than aggregated without reference to function.
INTRODUCTION

Pain can produce increased fear of movement – apprehension of harm or of increased pain under immediate threat – or anxiety about movement, where threat is uncertain (Elman & Borsook, 2018; Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000). Behaviours associated with fear and anxiety about movement (concepts used somewhat interchangeably in chronic pain) include verbal statements, non-language vocalization, posture, gesture, gait, functional limitations, and seeking health care or emotional support (Fordyce, 1996), each subject to contingencies whose manipulation enables behaviour change. Many ‘pain behaviour’ scales combine these into a unitary construct (Moore, 2014). After verbal and facial expression of pain, the most studied pain behaviour in humans is guarding (Moore, 2014). Gestures associated with fear and anxiety about movement, where threat is uncertain (Elman & Borsook, 2018; Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000). Behaviours as associated with guarding among physiotherapists were smoothness, speed, pattern or sequencing of movement, and facial expression (Olugbade et al., 2018; Van Dijk, Smorenburg, Visser, Nijhuis-van der Sanden, & Heerkens, 2017). The concept of ‘flow’ (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002) was used to capture physiotherapists’ descriptions of ‘naturalness’ of movement, and to achieve an inclusive and psychologically-informed description suitable for rehabilitation. Flow is described as awareness of movement without self-conscious control, where skills match challenge.

An important aim of this study was to contribute to development of computational models of movement qualities in chronic pain (Thiry et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2019), to support technology for everyday self-management. To identify the behavioural language that these models should draw upon, assumption-free qualitative methods were used to ask (1) what pain-experienced physiotherapists identified as guarding in standard movements by people with chronic pain, how they described it, and (2) whether they identified ‘flow’ and how they characterized it.

METHODS

Participants

The study was approved by the local research ethics committee (reference: 5095/001). Eighteen physiotherapists working with chronic pain patients were recruited by snowball sampling from clinical contacts of the first author. All were in senior positions, working full- or part-time in chronic pain. One did not respond to the invitation to participate. The remainder completed and returned consent forms, and individual interviews using Microsoft Teams were arranged at convenient times, recorded with their explicit consent. One of these recordings failed, leaving 16 participants. These 16 physiotherapists were offered no reimbursement but were provided with a summary of findings.

Mean time since qualification of physiotherapists was 21 years, range 10–33 years, working in chronic pain for a mean of 10 full-time years (adjusted for part-time work and career breaks), range 3–17 years. Twelve worked full-time in pain; the remaining four worked 50% or 60% of their time in pain.

Material

During the interview, each physiotherapist was shown videos from the EmoPain dataset (Aung et al., 2016 and see Figure S1) of people with chronic musculoskeletal low back pain doing each of four movements: reaching forward with arms horizontal in standing position (reach-forward), bending down towards the toes in standing position (forward-bend), standing from sitting (sit-to-stand), and sitting from standing (stand-to-sit). All these...
movements can be challenging for people with chronic low back pain, and are well represented in the physiotherapy literature. The videos, from 10 people with low back pain, were chosen from a larger set of 16 people all performing each movement twice: choice was based on showing both sexes, a range of ages, and as wide as possible variation in pain-affected movement. Most lasted less than 30s. The quality of the video was also considered, although, given the distance of the camera from the moving person, facial expression was always rather low resolution. This provided five videos of reach-forward, four of forward-bend, and six each of sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit. Videos were randomly assigned across physiotherapists, two for each of the four movements, so each physiotherapist commented on eight videos. In turn, each video was described by at least three and at most eight physiotherapists. Interview transcripts automatically generated by Microsoft Teams were checked and corrected by an independent researcher (RB) using the video soundtrack to obtain verbatim data.

2.3 | Procedure

After watching each video for the first time, the physiotherapist was then asked, How would you describe the movement? The videos were repeated while the physiotherapist described the movement to his or her satisfaction. Several further questions followed: Would you describe it as guarded, stiff, slow, etc.¿; When do you notice the movement being different/abnormal? (the physiotherapist would say ‘now’ as the video ran); Did the movement have flow?; and What single piece of advice would you like to give the patient to help with this movement? This was repeated for each of the eight videos (two for each of the four movements) for each physiotherapist.

2.4 | Data management and analysis

The first author (AW), trained in clinical psychology, used framework analysis to analyse data on guarding and on flow. Framework analysis is related to thematic analysis, but is used deductively where overall themes are drawn from current theory, suitting elaboration of relatively homogeneous participant accounts (Gale et al., 2013; Smith & Firth, 2011). The processes mostly follow thematic analysis: developing codes through immersion in data; placing codes in categories; achieving meaning by iterative interpretation; with the additional step of indexing transcripts by categories against participants (Spencer et al., 2013).

Because of the risk of selectivity in coding and allocation to themes in any thematic analysis, a second author (RB), trained in anthropology and unfamiliar with the participants or stimulus material, independently analysed data on flow for the same transcripts using thematic analysis inductively (Braun & Clarke, 2006). After analysis was complete, the two accounts were compared and discussed.

3 | RESULTS

Most interviews took around 1 h. One recording failed, so 16 were transcribed and analysed. Framework analysis addressed guarding and flow separately (albeit with some cross-referencing in codes), and for both, the framework analysis largely agreed with the independent thematic analysis with no marked differences, so the two versions were combined. The notable difference between the two methods, other than the overall epistemological difference of a deductive rather than inductive stance, is the cross-referencing of themes to participants. When inspected, this provided no evidence of uniqueness of particular themes to different groups of physiotherapists, so is not reported here. While it is unusual to analyse data by two similar methods independently, it confers at least as much rigour as sampling of sections of one researcher’s analysis by another, as is recognized good practice in qualitative research (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes are illustrated below with quotations from participating physiotherapists, indicated by [PH + index number].

3.1 | Guarding

Guarding was not always judged as present or absent, but qualified by application to part of the movement or part of the body. Observations were coded as 0 for not guarded, 1 for partial guarding (part of body/part of movement), 2 for definite guarding, and 3 for marked guarding (emphasized by respondent). Between three and eight physiotherapists commented on guarding for each of the videos (see Figures 1 and 2), with five missing values where the question was erroneously not asked or answered. Agreement on guarding, using the categories above, was not high (see Figure 1), with four instances of complete agreement: three (with six, three, and two physiotherapists respectively) on no guarding, and one (four physiotherapists) on guarding.

3.1.1 | Guarding versus stiffness versus bracing

Although agreement was moderate at best, physiotherapists were highly consistent in describing guarding; no
constituent themes were extracted. However, guarding was clearly distinguished from stiffness, slowness, and bracing. Stiffness was described predominantly in biomechanical terms, as ‘rigid’ or ‘wooden’, and guarding more in terms of emotion. Bracing was rarely used, and almost entirely for taking weight through the hands placed on thighs when moving from/to standing to/from sitting.

3.1.2 Emotional nature of guarding

Guarding descriptions included ‘cautious’, ‘protective’, ‘fearful’, and ‘avoidant’: ‘Guarding... people look reluctant to do it: they’re cautious and apprehensive about doing it’ [PH10]. Comments on breath-holding as an indication of anxiety were common for all except one of the high-consensus guarded movements, with additional ‘grimacing’ or unspecified ‘facial expression’. Physiotherapists often specified what part of body was being guarded, most often the spine: ‘doing the movement... as if she didn’t want to move the lumbar spine’ [PH5]. Compensatory strategies were also noted: ‘trying to keep his lower back quite still by stretching forward his thoracic spine’ [PH12]; ‘it looks like he’s quite cautious with the spine there—and that’s why maybe he’s compensating with his legs’ [PH5]. They less often included terms such as ‘stiff’, tending to emphasize the cautious nature of the movement over the physical restriction, although the two were related: ‘Very stiff movement... but... rather than him himself physically being stiff, it’s the guarding that makes it look so stiff’ [PH15]. The single sit-to-stand movement, agreed not to show guarding by all six physiotherapists who viewed it, was nevertheless described by all as departing from normal movement, but not indicating participant anxiety about the movement.

3.2 Flow

The question ‘Does this movement have flow?’ was often answered ‘yes’ (coded 2) or ‘no’ (coded 0) with some qualifications: some flow, or flow for part but not all of the movement, or flow in some parts of the body but not others (all coded 1). Agreement was calculated: where two each of six physiotherapists were coded as answering 0, 1, and 2, agreement was 2/6; where four of six physiotherapists were coded as answering 0, and one each for 1 and 2, agreement was 4/6. Nine judgements were missing where participants gave no or unclear responses.

Agreement among physiotherapists on flow was not high (see Figure 2), although three cases, all no flow, showed consensus: a sit-to-stand and a stand-to-sit (four
physiotherapists), and a forward-bend (eight physiotherapists). Overall agreement for reach-forward was 67%, for sit-to-stand 65%, for stand-to-sit 59%, and for forward-bend 74%. Since overall judgements were by different sets of physiotherapists for each video, further exploration of levels of agreement was not pursued.

Flow is represented here as a continuum from no flow through some flow (defined using participants’ own qualifications: ‘some’, ‘sort of’, ‘yes for age’, ‘first bits had flow then it stopped’, ‘going into flexion, yes, coming out less so’) to flow, with two themes applied onto part of the continuum.

A first theme was contextualized movement: physiotherapists contextualized observed movements within an understanding of the particular person and the experimental setting, using cues in facial expressions (somewhat low video resolution), and frequently commenting on the lack of information from the person with pain. Rather than describing movement in terms of ab/normality, physiotherapists showed curiosity about personal-historical, medical, and pain characteristics, beliefs, and emotional context. Thus movements that were unconventional, or worked around physical limitations, could still have flow for that person and movement.

A second theme, restriction of movement, applied to judgements of no flow or some flow. Where there was no flow, restricted movement often invoked stiffness: ‘He keeps his back quite arched and quite rigid’ [PH3]; ‘Very limited movement throughout her spine, stiff in her neck, stiff in her shoulders, and stiff in her thoracic spine. Yeah, and lumbar spine’ [PH16]. For some flow, comments often referred to constraints of age, build, fitness, actual or anticipated pain.

She almost keeps her back straight when she moves... If that’s a problem or not, I don’t know. Could be that she’s doing it because it hurts when she moves her back – so she’s keeping it still to avoid the pain. Could be that she’s just really stiff through there. Could be that she’s been told not to bend her back because it’s a bad thing to do.

[PH6]

Poor flow was also associated with lack of balance or visible shift in balance during the movement, described in terms of ‘things moving in isolation’ [PH05] or ‘moving in sections’ [PH06] where only part of the body or movement had flow.

Related to restricted movement, and again occurring only for no flow or some flow, was the theme flow as tempo, to express the way in which elements of the overall

![Figure 2](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ejp.2195)
movement were related. Timing of movements was an important dimension, mostly without reference to normal speed, but with the focus rather on the tempo of the movement itself. Thus a movement performed slowly could still have flow, depending on its other qualities. Hesitation, uneven tempo, or effort, or in a few cases a movement performed fast and appearing ‘jerkly’, decreased or destroyed flow.

Then there’s initiation of trunk forward flexion, and then... that absolutely stops. You can see the brakes go juddering on and then the girdle just protracts and she reaches out. [PH10]

The last, but central, theme is flow as natural, occurring across judgements but mainly when physiotherapists judged a movement to have flow. Flow was described in aesthetic terms (‘lovely’), or as not deliberate or consciously controlled: ‘intuitive’, ‘happy’, ‘confident’, ‘comfortable’. These were coded as natural movement. Other descriptions referred to tempo (‘smooth’, ‘fluid’), or, unlike other themes, normality of speed or range (‘moving freely and able to reach up and move to a point that would be expected’ [PH16]).

Naturalness of a movement took into account individual characteristics of the person with pain, including biomechanical restrictions. Qualifications to the judgement of flow were coded but not perfect (in the framework analysis): although the movement showed some difficulty, or a strategic adaptation, it still had a naturalness and ease.

OK, there’s also a tiny bit of an area that he is trying to avoid as he does it, but on the whole it’s a much more fluid movement.

[PH12]

But she’s got a bit of a habit of doing it [using her hand]. She’s very kind of flowing and smooth. It seems like this way of moving for her works really well.

[PH1]

Flow expressed confidence in achieving the movement, even idiosyncratically adapted. This confidence was not a self-conscious performance, but in-the-moment intuitively guided rather than controlled.

By contrast, non-natural movement (no or little flow) was described in terms of awareness, protection, guarding, attention to or conscious control of movement, or avoidance, albeit contextualized by age, physique, or condition. Impressions of the person with pain being ‘not happy with this’ or ‘uncomfortable’ were common.

I’d say the first bit seemed to have flow and then... the flow stopped... almost like she’s sort of forgotten that first initial moment like she’s sort of not thinking about it so much—she’s just doing it. But then you see her mind sort of kicks in. It looks like she’s starting to analyse what she’s doing, and particularly now she’s thinking it might be a problem. [PH11]

4 | DISCUSSION

Both guarding and flow were identified by physiotherapists without difficulty, often as a continuum rather than categorically, but with reasonable confidence despite the lack of information from or about the individual in the video. Although estimated between-physiotherapist agreement on guarding was only moderate, their elaborations showed a high level of consistency, with attention particularly to signs of tension or apprehension. Guarding as reluctance or caution in movement – as an intention expressed through subtle rather than obvious qualities of movement, ‘doing something to stop something’ [PH10] – was clearly distinguished from stiffness, an inference about physical condition, and from slowness. This strongly supports the important emotional component of guarding, previously implicit rather than explicit.

Our findings suggest that combining different protective behaviours (including guarding and stiffness) in a single category, as in pain behaviour inventories (e.g. Cook et al., 2013), obscures meaningful differences in how people move with chronic pain. Descriptions of guarding here offer some leads for further research, although more granular information is required to identify behavioural expression of emotional aspects of guarding. Subtle avoidance may constitute safety behaviour (Sharpe et al., 2022), anxiety-reducing behaviour that prevents disconfirmation of a disabling belief and so maintains and even worsens anxiety (Meulders et al., 2016; Rachman et al., 2008; Thwaites & Freeston, 2005). In applying the concept to physical disorders, Sharpe et al. (2022) distinguished between safety precautions, reducing realistic threat to allow engagement with valued activities (Karsdorp & Vlaeyen, 2009), and safety behaviours, ineffective efforts to avoid overestimated threat, thereby reducing engagement. To some extent, physiotherapists in our study applied similar pragmatic judgements, addressing how well adaptations served people with pain in achieving the overall movement.

Flow was also identified by all physiotherapists, continuous rather than categorical, again with modest agreement
except in a few cases of no flow. Interestingly, a large scale study of physiotherapists’ views on quality of movement of people with low back pain, reported a similar theme of fluency of movement among the complex and multiple dimensions of movement description, but associated fluency with normality and symmetry (Van Dijk, Smorenburg, Visser, Nijhuis-van der Sanden, & Heerkens, 2017), and less with the psychological concepts proffered by our sample. In our study, flow was not incompatible with guarding (and clearly not synonymous with absence of guarding), although the presence of guarding was usually associated with judgements of limited flow at best. Description of flow appeared to be close to those in the non-clinical literature (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002), neither over-controlled, as in guarded behaviour, nor uncontrolled. Flow was related to movement tempo by the absence of sudden changes in movement velocity: acceleration and deceleration in the movements occurred with seamless transitions between different parts of the body and of the movement. The movement could be slow yet still have flow. By contrast, stops, pauses, and hesitation disrupted flow, often serving to take more control of a movement, suggesting anxiety about completing it. Advice offered by physiotherapists often involved simplifying the movement (such as sitting down on or standing up from a higher seat) to try to find the point at which the person with pain was no longer apprehensive, an excellent example of reducing challenge to the just-manageable (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). A further piece of advice involved conscious control of breathing to increase fluency of movement, hence physiotherapists’ concern when they believed they observed restricted breathing.

Bodily expression has been relatively neglected in emotion recognition studies (Kleinsmith & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2012). In everyday settings, body affect recognition may be as good as recognition of facial emotional expression, with fear (in particular) automatically processed (Aviezer et al., 2012; De Gelder et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019), and likely to affect physiotherapists’ judgements of a movement even without awareness. Here the emotional information inherent in movement was usefully conceptualized as flow. This was the first attempt to relate flow to movement with pain; not only did it make sense to physiotherapists, but it was not defined in terms of normality of movement.

The study had several limitations. The task required of physiotherapists was unusual in that they were unable to supplement observations with information about the person with pain. Nor could they fully use facial cues that they sought since the video resolution was inadequate for the purpose. Thus some judgements were conditional on assumptions about the target person’s physical and psychological state that would, under normal clinical conditions, be confirmed or disconfirmed by questioning or observation. Some physiotherapists opined that being observed and filmed, even at the distance used, might have exacerbated anxieties for the person with pain, and we cannot disconfirm the possibility. A further possible source of bias is that most participating physiotherapists were known to the interviewing author, and all were aware that she was a psychologist; this may have encouraged reporting of psychological factors in interview. Requiring quantitative judgements of guarding and flow would have allowed better calculation of dis/agreement. The decision not to do so, out of concern for the possible cost to physiotherapists’ elaborations, represents a further limitation. Concerning analysis, the first author held views on pain behaviour that could have biased the themes extracted, but the use of framework analysis, plus separate thematic analysis by a naïve researcher, mitigated this to some extent.

This study confirmed for us the importance of integrating emotional state and beliefs into understanding movement, as experienced physiotherapists did. It also affirmed flow as a useful concept in describing desired qualities of movement, since neither limited mobility nor adjustment to pain (actual or anticipated) necessarily undermined flow where adaptations were harmoniously embodied and enacted. Flow is very likely related to ‘fluency’, the second most common movement quality named by a large sample of physical therapists in the Netherlands (Van Dijk, Smorenburg, Visser, Heerkens, & Nijhuis-van der Sanden, 2017; Van Dijk, Smorenburg, Visser, Nijhuis-van der Sanden, & Heerkens, 2017). Clinical research could usefully foster recognition of emotional barriers to movement, since the methods to address them are distinct from those to address musculoskeletal barriers; drawing on expert observation (as sampled here) to foster better understanding in less experienced physiotherapists, since all will deal daily with complaints of pain, even if it is not the main focus. Psychologically-informed physiotherapy practice is welcomed by patients (Wilson et al., 2016), and is at least as effective as traditional methods (Guerrero et al., 2018). We currently lack the datasets to develop these ideas further, and better datasets would include clearer facial expression and auditory information (particularly on breathing), both difficult to capture without affecting the target’s behaviour. This information could support clinical treatment, particularly when used in the wild, away from the safety of the physiotherapist and clinic setting, thereby addressing the unrealized potential for technology to supplement physiotherapists’ rehabilitative initiatives in chronic pain, and to take it into people’s own environments (Sterling & Keefe, 2021).

The findings from our study contribute to informing technological contributions to assessing the needs of
people with pain in order to tailor support for a more active lifestyle. First, the distinctions between guarding and flow by physiotherapists point to the need for technology to assess and address them as separate constructs; this points to an issue about different types of behaviour that is important in establishing ground truths on which to train technologies. Second, experienced physiotherapists make affective evaluations in the individual’s context, indicating the desirability of a multilayer technological approach to specifying individual needs. This multilayer approach could aim to capture multiple levels of abstraction, including the target individual’s subjective state (e.g. anxiety about the intended activity), the observer’s expert assessment of their movement (e.g. flow/no flow), and lower level observer judgement of physical (e.g. slow, hesitant) characteristics of the movement. This can be achieved using multitask and/or hierarchical learning strategies, such as in the studies of Wang et al. (2021), Lu et al. (2018), and Zhang and Provost (2019); all enable multiple ‘views’ of the same experience to be modelled jointly. New datasets will be needed to facilitate this as the few open datasets, such as the EmoPain dataset (Aung et al., 2016), while including a variety of relevant self and observer ratings (such as pain intensity, anxiety level, guarding, hesitation), does not have labels for ‘flow’. Success in extending existing datasets with new observer annotations in the past, for example, for the extension of the EmoPain dataset (Olugbade, Bianchi-Berthouze, & Williams, 2019) and with the BoLD dataset (Luo et al., 2020), shows this to be a practical and less expensive alternative to creating new datasets. Overall, the current study adds to similar studies (e.g. Olugbade, Singh, et al., 2019) to deepen insight into the ways in which pain, fear of movement, and low-mood interfere with physical activity, studies that are valuable groundwork for informing (machine learning) problem formulation for chronic pain physical rehabilitation technology.
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